
disrupt financial 
services in 40+ 
countries across 
the globe

use our flexible decisioning technology to power: 

send >2 billion 
transactions 
through the 
Provenir Cloud 
Suite every year

range from pre- 
seed startups 
to Decacorns + 
everything in 
between

get to market 
faster: the avg. 
implementation 
time: MVP <60 
days

consumer
products

commercial
products

both
products

Consumer Lending, including BNPL SME Lending Auto Lending 

Provenir Data Marketplace is a global fintech ecosystem with

countries
+ territories
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product combinations
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Top 3 Use Cases: 

of customers use Provenir to 
augment their fraud strategy 
across the credit lifecycle. 

of clients use third-party data 
through Provenir to make more 
accurate credit decisions.

85% of clients power 
multiple use cases 
with Provenir. 

BNPL is our fastest  
growing use case;  
embedded finance 
initiatives are gaining 
momentum.   

60% provide 
consumer loans, 
including BNPL 
and 21% offer 
payment 
solutions. 

The need for more insights led to a 250% increase in 
demand for Provenir’s BI & ML products in 2021. 

Our customers can 
take control of their 
risk strategy.

Our no-code UI lets 
them make changes 
in real-time. 

When your customers demand instant responses, you need 
real-time decisioning software. Provenir allows you to innovate 
faster, enabling real-time data, automated decisioning, and 
advanced analytics so you can efficiently manage your risks and 
grow your business - regardless of the industry you serve.

Meet the Provenir Cloud Suite

Driving flexibility, scalability, and agility: Top fintechs use any 
combination of our four Cloud Suite products to power business 
growth through smarter risk decisioning. 

Decisioning
Cloud
Maker smarter 
decisions, faster.

Data
Cloud
Say hello to data.

Insights
Cloud
Get real-time 
actionable insights  
through dashboards
+ data modeling.

Solutions
Cloud
Combine the power
of Salesforce with 
Decisioning by Provenir.

Credit Risk 
Decisioning 
Lifecycle 

Explore the Cloud Suite

 Provenir Powers the Entire 

https://www.provenir.com/possibilities/

